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The sky was black.
The moon was orange.
The wind blew.
Hazel was not afraid.

Hazel
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Hazel’s house was cold and dark.
She started a fire.
She lit some lights.
“This house is ready,” she said.

Spider webs hung over the door.
Hazel dusted the webs.
The floor was slimy.
Hazel mopped the floor.
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She put on a new scarf.
She brushed her teeth.
“Now I am ready!” she said.

Hazel changed her dress.
She shined her shoes.
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Hazel climbed a ladder
to the top book shelf.
She found her favorite book.
She picked a page.
She read the words.
The words were a magic spell.
The spell made the pumpkins fly. 
It made the pumpkins sing.
Hazel could do this,
because she was a witch.
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But Hazel was bored.
Hazel was alone.
Hazel was unhappy.

Hazel’s book had a spell to fix 
a broken broomstick.
It had a spell to haunt a house.
Hazel’s book had every spell.
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Hazel looked in her book for a special spell.
She looked for a spell to make her happy.

A New Spell
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Then she did find it.
Next to a spell to heal hiccups,
there was a spell for happiness.

There was a spell to fix fuzzy feet 
and a spell for green goo.
Hazel kept reading.
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Hazel hunted for berries and roots.
She hunted for frogs and toads.
She hunted for snails and snakes.
She found all the ingredients.

Hazel made a list of ingredients 
for the spell.
She took the list and a basket 
into the woods.
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Hazel mixed and stirred.
She boiled and simmered.

Hazel took her basket home.
She put a pot on the fire.
She poured the ingredients into the pot.
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Hazel read the words from her book.

“I will twist my nose.
I will pinch my chin.
I will yank my ear.
Please give me a grin!

Goop that squishes,
glop that bubbles,
smoke that hisses,
take away my troubles!

Do not wait!
Make it snappy!
Make it magic!
Make me happy!”

Smoke rose from the pot.
The smoke swirled around the room.
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“Oh, no!” Hazel cried.
“I made a mistake!”

The smoke grew wings.
It grew a tail.
It turned into a dragon!
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The dragon jumped and flew.
The dragon tipped Hazel’s table.
It broke her bottles.
Hazel was not happy.

Unhappy
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“I wanted to be happy,” Hazel said.
“I did not want a dragon.
I did not want a mess!”

“Stop!” Hazel cried.
“You are breaking my stuff !”
The dragon stopped.
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Hazel cleaned the mess,
but she was still unhappy.
She was also hungry.
“Dragon,” she said,
“Sit still while I make lunch.”
The dragon smiled.
Hazel did not smile.
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The dragon yelled for more.
Hazel was more unhappy.

Hazel made pumpkin soup
with crow crackers.
The dragon ate all the soup.
He ate all the crackers.
Hazel had none.
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“I must find a spell to send 
this dragon back!”
She opened her favorite book.

After lunch, the dragon burped.
The burp burned Hazel’s scarf.
“That is enough!” Hazel cried.
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“You burned my book!”
Hazel cried.
“I cannot take this anymore!
You must go!”

The dragon burped another fiery burp.
There was a puff of smoke.
The burp burned Hazel’s favorite book.
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“Wait!” Hazel called.
“I am sorry.
My spell brought you here.
I must keep you.
I must teach you.”

The dragon went to the window.
He looked out.
He opened his wings,
but he had nowhere to go.
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“First, I will give you a name,” 
Hazel said.
“I will call you Felix.
We will have rules.
We will respect each other.”

Like Magic
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Hazel taught Felix how 
to carve pumpkins.
He was pretty good at it!

Hazel showed Felix how to eat.
Cover your mouth when burping!
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Hazel even taught Felix a few spells.
Felix used a spell to make
a new book for Hazel.

Hazel gave jobs to Felix.
She asked him to start the fire.
He was very good at that.
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On Mondays, Hazel and Felix hunted 
for ingredients for new spells.
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Outside, the sky was black.
The moon was orange.
The wind blew.
Inside, Hazel was happy.
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